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this evening.A. all are B. are all C. both are D. are both2."Doyou

want some cheese ?" "No, ___ ."A. I have some still B. I still have

muchC. I dont want some D. Ive still got some3.Every man in this

country has the right to live where he wants to ___ the color of his

skin.A. with the exception of B. in the light ofC. by virtue of D.

regardless of4.Which sport has the most expenses ___ training

equipment, players personal equipment and uniforms?A. in place of

B. in terms of C. by means of D. by way of5.Criticism and

self-criticism is necessary ___ it helps us to find and correct our

mistakes.A. by that B. at that C. on that D. in that6.A persons calorie

requirements vary ___ his life.A. across B. throughout C. over D.

within7.The thief tried to open the locked door but ___ .A. in no

way B. in vain C. without effect D. at a loss8.Im sorry I cant see you

immediately. but if youd like to take a seat, Ill be with you ___ .A. for

a moment B. in a moment C. for the moment D. at the moment9.He

always did well at school ___ having to do part time jobs every now

and then.A. in spite of B. regardless of C. on account of D. in case

of10.Agriculture was a step in human progress ___ which

subsequently there was not anything comparable until our own

machine age.A. in B. for C. to D. from1.No sooner had we finished

the conversation ___ we heard a knock on the door.A. when B. then

C. than D. until2.I had no sooner closed the door ___ somebody



started knocking on it.A. as B. before C. than D. when3.Mikes uncle

insists ___ in this hotel.A. staying not B. not to stayC. that he would

not stay D. that he not stay4.Why is ___ you are not well prepared

for the class?A. it B. that C. that it D. it that5.One of the main

problems in the city is ___ pollution.A. how to do away with B. how

can do away withC. that to do away with D. that how to do away

with6.Because of the great speed of light, we see a lamp light up

almost at the exact moment ___ .A. we turn it on B. when we turn on

itC. that we turn on it D. which we turn it on7.I would appreciate

___ it a secret.A. you to keep B. your keepingC. that you keep D.

that you will keep8.He was one of the greatest writers ___ had ever

lived.A. who B. which C. that D. as9.We often advise him not to

drink more wine ___ is good for his health.A. as B. than C. that D.

but10.Intelligence is to the mind ___ sight is to the body.A. what B.
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